grief

grief is a chapter in a book
grief is the playmate of the year
grief is the tenth planet of the solar system
grief is a painting in a cave
grief is a controlled substance
grief is a cure for cancer
grief is a cure for the common cold
grief is a walk on the moon.

grief is a movie that doesn't start on time
grief is the pythagorean theorem
grief is a science fair project
grief is a frog in formaldehyde
grief is my favorite martian.

grief is a dog being chased by a car
grief is a tray of ice cubes in the freezer
grief is an empty cardboard box
grief is dry heaves on sunday night
grief is a naked mannequin
grief is a national geographic special.

grief is a slide rule
grief is a lawn mower engine
grief is a welding rod
grief is a monday morning
grief is a friday night.

grief is a cooking class
grief is a noisy dog
grief is a topless bar
grief is a chest x-ray
grief is a shot fired through a ghost
grief is an animal at the zoo
grief is a caved-in coal mine.
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